Small group Aetna Funding AdvantageSM portfolio refresh
You're our most important business partner, so we've enhanced our portfolio to make it
easier for you to serve your clients.
The changes will:





Make Aetna Funding Advantage plans more competitive
Give your clients more flexibility
Increase access to convenient, affordable care for members
Make it easier to work with us

You can jump into our Selling Aetna Funding Advantage made easy toolkit. Or you
can first skim the new changes below.
Plan changes
Your clients can choose from new standard plan options that offer improved cost flexibility.
Employers can increase in-network cost sharing to lower costs and keep health care affordable. Or
they can decrease in-network cost-sharing to improve benefits to help retain employees.

Program changes
Employees should be able to access care that's affordable. We're working to remove financial and
access barriers to care with our new Aetna Funding Advantage portfolio. Members can access
certain in-network services at $0 cost-sharing** under the medical plan, pharmacy plan or programs
offered.
Click here to learn about plan and programs changes.

Administrative changes




Streamlined employer application - The small group Aetna Funding Advantage
employer application is now easier to complete. Your clients will fill out a
simpler, clearer form.
Consolidated quoting forms - Instead of submitting a quote cover sheet and
census template, you now just have to fill out the one combined document. It's
also the same now for groups of 2 to 100 employees.

Get ready to sell Aetna Funding Advantage to your clients with 2-100 employees by
using our toolkit on Producer World.
Haven't logged in before? Just follow these instructions.

Get the AFA made easy toolkit
* Excludes CA, KY, MD, ME, NC and NV.
** If the member is enrolled in a qualified high-deductible health plan, they can receive preventive services at no cost. To receive no-cost care on
all covered non-preventive services, the member will first need to meet their deductible.
Indemnity plans will generally apply the plan's deductible and coinsurance. Refer to plan documents for cost-sharing and additional plan details.

